
Day One  - 15th December
CRYPTO Stage WORKSHOP GAME STAGE NFT Stage

10:00
AM

Helicons Olympus Cup

Call of Duty Vanguard
Esports Competition

10:30
AM

11:00
AM

Crypto & Blockchain 101
Danosch and Anas, The
Crypto Sheikhs
Still confused about what
a blockchain is? Still not
sure why you should
invest in Crypto? In this
session the Crypto
Sheikhs break down
these complex terms into
bite sized information so
that you don’t miss the
train.

11:30
AM

Grand Opening on DCS Main Stage
12:00
PM

12:30
PM

Trading Masterclass
Saif AbuSrour,
@JordanCryptoCurrency
TikTok
Take a look at the most
common expectations and
mistakes that traders
make. Discover basic tips
for technical analysis.
Understand trend lines,
indicators and fundamental
analysis.

How to mint your own
NFT
Nagham Hassan
(Youtube.com/Bintcoin)
A broad view on how to
connect your metamask
wallet to an NFT platform
and mint your own NFT
collection.

1:00
PM

Live Trading
Abbas Bou Nassif, The
Crypto Sheikhs
Saif Abusrour,
@JordanCryptoCurrency
TikTok
Watch our traders as they
trade crypto live on stage.
Listen to their insights,
understand their decisions,
and ask them questions.

Crypto Quiz
Hosted by Danosch and
Anas from TheCrypto
Sheikhs

Take part in our fun Crypto
Quiz with a chance win a
spot on the Crypto Sheikhs
podcast on Friday 17th

December, being recorded
here on the Helicon Studio

1:30
PM

Real Life use Cases of
Blockchain and Crypto
from around the world

Alaa Dalghan, Managing



Director, Cognit DX

2:00
PM

Bringing DeFi to the
masses: a Native
gateway to the crypto
world
Alexander Borutskiy and
Victoria Gavrilyuck, iMe
Find out how iMe is on a
mission to make DeFi more
accessible to a wider
population

Tokenization as a bridge
to finance 2.0

Yael Tamar, Co-CEO and
Founder of SolidBlock

NFT Games – What they
are and how they work.
Tom and Tim, Helicon
Tom and Tim will be
demonstrating how NFTs
are revolutionising the
gaming world.

2:30
PM

Trading Masterclass
Saif AbuSrour,
@JordanCryptoCurrency
TikTok
Take a look at the most
common expectations and
mistakes that traders
make. Discover basic tips
for technical analysis.
Understand trend lines,
indicators and fundamental
analysis.

Q&A with Isabella, a self
educated Blockchain
enthusiast
Get to know Isabella’s habit
and routines which has
helped her become a
success story.

“Dubai” Voice note Art
Gold 50th year
Amrita Sethi, NFT Artist
Award-winning artist,
Amrita Sethi, explains the
inspiration behind her
latest augmented reality
work.

3:00
PM
3:30
PM
4:00
PM

Helicons Olympus Cup

Call of Duty Vanguard
Esports Competition

4:30
PM

Live Trading
Abbas Bou Nassif, The
Crypto Sheikhs
Saif Abusrour,
@JordanCryptoCurrency
TikTok
Watch our traders as they
trade crypto live on stage.
Listen to their insights,
understand their decisions,
and ask them questions.

How to get a Career in
Crypto
Jen Buakaew - Founder
To The Moon Lab
Jenny works full time in
crypto. How did she do it?
Listen to her advice on how
you can make it in this
industry

5:00
PM

The 3 Bones of
Networking
Isaac Serwanga, Inform
and Inspire
Derived from his TED
presentation join Isaac
Serwanga for open
discussion as he shares
practical networking
strategies for young
professionals. Learn key
insights to help you tell
your personal story with
power.

Pioneering Digital Art
VESA
Join world-renowned artist
VESA as he speaks about his
digital art journey, view some
of his inspiring work, and find
out why Crypto art and NFTs
has become his passion.

5:30
PM

Why should I buy Crypto
today? And how do I do
it?

Take Back Your Social



Laris J. Hülswitt,
Decentralizers Productions
Currently, cryptocurrency is
in the news when prices of
Bitcoin fall or if someone
gets hacked. Many people
fear it and prefer to stay
away from crypto. Laris will
clear these misconceptions
and teach people tools that
could help their financial
future.

Alexander Hellowell,
Dedi, Take Back Your
Social
Take back control of your
social network

Day Two – Thursday 16th December
Crypto Stage WORKSHOP GAME STAGE NFT STAGE

10:00
AM

10:30
AM

11:00
AM

Crypto Quiz
Hosted by Danosch and
Anas from TheCrypto
Sheikhs

Take part in our fun Crypto
Quiz with a chance win a
spot on the Crypto Sheikhs
podcast on Friday 17th

December, being recorded
here on the Helicon Studio

Helicons Olympus Cup

Call of Duty Vanguard
Esports Competition

11:30
AM

The 3 Bones of
Networking
Isaac Serwanga, Inform
and Inspire
Derived from his TED
presentation join Isaac
Serwanga for open
discussion as he shares
practical networking
strategies for young
professionals. Learn key
insights to help you tell
your personal story with
power.

12:00
PM

Deep Dive into NFTs
Danosch and Anas, The
Crypto Sheikhs

Pioneering Digital Art
VESA
Join world-renowned artist
VESA as he speaks about his



What on earth are
NFTs? Why are JPEGs
being sold for millions of
dollars? Join the Crypto
Sheikhs to find out.

digital art journey, view some
of his inspiring work, and
find out why Crypto art and
NFTs has become his passion.

12:30
PM

(Trading Masterclass
Saif AbuSrour,
@JordanCryptoCurrency
TikTok
Take a look at the most
common expectations and
mistakes that traders
make. Discover basic tips
for technical analysis.
Understand trend lines,
indicators and fundamental
analysis.

Crypto Quiz
Hosted by Danosch and
Anas from TheCrypto
Sheikhs

Take part in our fun Crypto
Quiz with a chance win a
spot on the Crypto Sheikhs
podcast on Friday 17th

December, being recorded
here on the Helicon Studio

1:00
PM Live Trading

Abbas Bou Nassif, The
Crypto Sheikhs
Saif Abusrour,
@JordanCryptoCurrency
TikTok
Watch our traders as they
trade crypto live on stage.
Listen to their insights,
understand their decisions,
and ask them questions.

Crypto & Blockchain 101
Danosch and Anas, The
Crypto Sheikhs
Still confused about
what a blockchain is?
Still not sure why you
should invest in Crypto?
In this session the
Crypto Sheikhs break
down these complex
terms into bite sized
information so that you
don’t miss the train.

Title TBC
Kristel Bechara
Hear about NFTs from an
artists perspective. Kristel
is an award-winning
contemporary artist, who is
inspired by the world of
cryptocurrencies.

1:30
PM

In Arabic
How to mint your own
NFT
Nagham Hassan
(Youtube.com/Bintcoin)
A broad view on how to
connect your metamask
wallet to an NFT platform
and mint your own NFT
collection.

NFT Games – What they
are and how they work.
Tom and Tim, Helicon
Tom and Tim will be
demonstrating how NFTs
are revolutionising the
gaming world.

2:00
PM

2:30
PM

Trading Masterclass
Saif AbuSrour,
@JordanCryptoCurrency
TikTok
Take a look at the most
common expectations and
mistakes that traders
make. Discover basic tips
for technical analysis.
Understand trend lines,
indicators and fundamental
analysis.

How to get a Career in
Crypto
Jen Buakaew - Founder
To The Moon Lab
Jenny works full time in
crypto. How did she do it?
Listen to her advice on
how you can make it in this
industry.



3:00
PM Live Trading

Abbas Bou Nassif, The
Crypto Sheikhs
Saif Abusrour,
@JordanCryptoCurrency
TikTok
Watch our traders as they
trade crypto live on stage.
Listen to their insights,
understand their decisions,
and ask them questions.

Social DeFI
Darrin De, COO, Social
DeFI

3:30
PM

Can you get Rich quick
in Crypto?
Jen Buakaew - Founder
To The Moon Lab
Cryptocurrency may be the
hottest new investment,
but it's not right for
everyone. Jenny explains
the best things you can do
to start your journey.

4:00
PM

The 5 Golden Rules of
Crypto? (They’re not
what you think)
Jamil Abu-Wardeh,
Jamilist.com
To get involved in an
innovation like crypto, it’s
important to have a healthy
mindset when learning
about the future of finance.

NFTs and the Art World
Giuseppe Moscatello,
Evolve
How to create and curate
your art in the metaverse
(or NFTs) world

Helicons Olympus Cup

Call of Duty Vanguard
Esports Competition

4:30
PM

Why should I buy Crypto
today? And how do I do
it?
Laris J. Hülswitt,
Decentralizers Productions
Currently, cryptocurrency
is in the news when prices
of Bitcoin fall or if someone
gets hacked. Many people
fear it and prefer to stay
away from crypto. Laris will
clear these misconceptions
and teach people tools that
could help their financial
future.

How to mint your own
NFT
Nagham Hassan
(Youtube.com/Bintcoin)
A broad view on how to
connect your metamask
wallet to an NFT platform
and mint your own NFT
collection.

5:00
PM

Take Back Your Social
Alexander Hellowell,
Dedi, Take Back Your
Social
Helping the environment
has never been more
rewarding

5:30
PM

Crypto Quiz
Hosted by Danosch and
Anas from TheCrypto
Sheikhs

WINNER ANNOUNCED



Day Three – Friday 17 December

Crypto Stage WORKSHOP GAME STAGE NFT STAGE

10:00
AM

Helicon Olympus Cup

Semi Finals

Call of Duty Vanguard
Esports Competition

10:30
AM

11:00
AM

Crypto & Blockchain 101
Danosch and Anas, The
Crypto Sheikhs
Still confused about
what a blockchain is?
Still not sure why you
should invest in Crypto?
In this session the
Crypto Sheikhs break
down these complex
terms into bite sized
information so that you
don’t miss the train.

11:30
AM

Deep Dive into NFTs
Danosch and Anas, The
Crypto Sheikhs
What on earth are
NFTs? Why are JPEGs
being sold for millions of
dollars? Join the Crypto
Sheikhs to find out.

12:00
PM

(Trading Masterclass
Saif AbuSrour,
@JordanCryptoCurrency
TikTok
Take a look at the most
common expectations and
mistakes that traders
make. Discover basic tips
for technical analysis.
Understand trend lines,
indicators and fundamental
analysis.

(How to mint your own
NFT
Nagham Hassan
(Youtube.com/Bintcoin)
A broad view on how to
connect your metamask
wallet to an NFT platform
and mint your own NFT
collection.

12:30
PM

Live Trading
Abbas Bou Nassif, The
Crypto Sheikhs
Saif Abusrour,
@JordanCryptoCurrency
TikTok
Watch our traders as they
trade crypto live on stage.
Listen to their insights,
understand their decisions,
and ask them questions.

Can you get Rich quick
in Crypto?
Jen Buakaew - Founder
To The Moon Lab
Cryptocurrency may be the
hottest new investment,
but it's not right for
everyone. Jenny explains
the best things you can do
to start your journey.



1:00
PM

Ask the NFT Artist
Kristel Bechara
Join in the chat between
these two talented digital
artists and hear about
NFTs from the artists
perspective.

1:30
PM

The 5 Golden Rules of
Crypto? (They’re not
what you think)
Jamil Abu-Wardeh,
Jamilist.com
To get involved in an
innovation like crypto, it’s
important to have a healthy
mindset when learning
about the future of finance.

2:00
PM

(Trading Masterclass
Saif AbuSrour,
@JordanCryptoCurrency
TikTok
Take a look at the most
common expectations and
mistakes that traders
make. Discover basic tips
for technical analysis.
Understand trend lines,
indicators and fundamental
analysis.

The 3 Bones of
Networking
Isaac Serwanga, Inform
and Inspire
Derived from his TED
presentation join Isaac
Serwanga for open
discussion as he shares
practical networking
strategies for young
professionals. Learn key
insights to help you tell
your personal story with
power.

NFT Games - What they
are and how they work
Tom and Tim, Helicon
Tom and Tim will be
demonstrating how NFTs
are revolutionising the
gaming world.

2:30
PM Live Trading

Abbas Bou Nassif, The
Crypto Sheikhs
Saif Abusrour,
@JordanCryptoCurrency
TikTok
Watch our traders as they
trade crypto live on stage.
Listen to their insights,
understand their decisions,
and ask them questions.

How to get a Career in
Crypto
Jen Buakaew - Founder
To The Moon Lab
Jenny works full time in
crypto. How did she do it?
Listen to her advice on
how you can make it in this
industry.

Helicons Olympus Cup

FINALS

Call of Duty Vanguard
Esports Competition

3:00
PM

In Arabic
How to mint your own
NFT
Nagham Hassan
(Youtube.com/Bintcoin)
A broad view on how to
connect your metamask
wallet to an NFT platform
and mint your own NFT
collection.

Pioneering Digital Art
VESA
Join world-renowned artist
VESA as he speaks about his
digital art journey, view some
of his inspiring work, and
find out why Crypto art and
NFTs has become his passion.

3:30
PM

Why should I buy Crypto
today? And how do I do
it?
Laris J. Hülswitt,
Decentralizers Productions
Currently, cryptocurrency
is in the news when prices
of Bitcoin fall or if someone

Take Back Your Social
Alexander Hellowell,
Dedi, Take Back Your
Social
Take back control of your
social network



gets hacked. Many people
fear it and prefer to stay
away from crypto. Laris will
clear these misconceptions
and teach people tools that
could help their financial
future.

Close at 4pm


